
5.12 Review
5.12.1 Key knowledge summary
5.2 Examining the evidence• Since World War II, improvements in technology have resulted in a mass media.• By analysing sources such as films, music, television, sport and fashion, we can understand the

phenomenon of popular culture since 1945.

5.3 Post-war Australia — the 1950s• In post-war Australia, the population was predominantly white and Anglo-Saxon.• Labour shortages meant immigration was encouraged. As well, women were needed in the workforce
although they did not receive equal pay.• Prosperity increased in the 1950s as the economy grew. Life in the suburbs and affordable consumer
goods became the norm, along with a ‘baby boom’.• Advances in communications technology brought American popular culture to Australia.

5.4 Sport and society• Sport is an important element of national identity and Australia has developed a strong sporting
culture.• A surfing culture developed in Australia after World War II, taking advantage of Australia’s coastal
features and sunny climate.• Participation in the Olympics was seen as part of Australia’s commitment to its values, and Australian
athletes enjoyed great success. World events intruded into the Olympics in the form of political
protests.• Immigration from Europe encouraged the growth of soccer as a sport, although ethnic tensions
sometimes created divisions rather than unity. Australia’s national team, the Socceroos, have had
increasing success in world soccer.

5.5 The rock’n’roll revolution• Australian popular music immediately after World War II included jazz, country and big band music
and catered to conservative tastes.• Rock’n’roll was a new form of music which appealed to the ‘baby boom’ teenagers. It originated in
America and its popularity quickly grew around the world.• Australian rock’n’roll performers such as Johnny O’Keefe emerged and Australia joined the
rock’n’roll craze. Performers from America toured Australia and were seen by a largely teenage
audience.• British music arrived in the 1960s, with the Beatles as its foremost exponents. The group toured
Australia in 1964 and were met by large crowds of screaming fans.• A second and third wave of Australian rock’n’roll acts achieved success overseas. Groups such as The
Easybeats and AC/DC had international hit songs.

5.6 Global political and social influences on popular culture• Some of the most significant cultural changes in Australia have developed in response to our evolving
relationships with other countries.• Australia’s connection to its colonial past has formed the basis of our cultural identity. From cricket
pitches to the houses of Parliament, much of Australian modern identity stems from British roots.• Our connection to Britain began to wane after World War II. In its place arose a new partner in the
United States of America. New trends in music, television and film soon found their way into
mainstream Australian society. Along with these cultural areas, social and political movements popular
in America manifested in Australia as well.• The civil rights, peace, environmental and hippie movements all entered Australia through its new
cultural partner. In recent years, Australian culture and identity has seen another change due to our
closer relationship with our Asian neighbours.
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5.7 The evolution of television as a cultural influence• Television arrived in Australia in 1956 and soon became a dominant cultural force.• The events of the Vietnam War were able to be seen in Australian households and this influenced
public opinion against the war.• Multiculturalism found a place in television with the establishment of Channel O, later SBS. This was
the world’s first ethnic television channel.• Australian television programs have been varied in genre, but ‘soap operas’ have been particularly
successful. Reality television has been popular with some demographics.• Technology has influenced what Australians watch and the range of channels available has increased
via cable, satellite and internet streaming services.• Illegal downloading and internet streaming services pose a threat to the future of Australian television.

5.8 The Australian film industry: post-war to today• As Australia’s global relationships changed, so too did Australian music, film and television. New
global trends and influences led to different genres of entertainment developing within Australia. As a
result, the quality of Australian-made music, film and television began to improve. As it did, it began
to have an influence on global audiences.• A particular view of the Australian character was often depicted in Australian-made films with
portrayals of larrikins, rogues and scoundrels.• Australian films enjoyed increasing popularity overseas, feeding money back into the emerging
Australian arts industry. This enabled further growth in these areas and also contributed to the
development of Australian identity.• The future of the Australian film industry is uncertain as American films continue to dominate
Australian cinema releases. Australians also download many films — legally or illegally — rather than
attend movie theatres.

5.9 Continuity and change in beliefs and values• Australia now looks towards Asia and America rather than Britain.• The vision of Australia as a democratic and egalitarian society has been questioned by some. Some
Australians still live in poverty, and lack access to education and healthcare. This is particularly true
for Indigenous peoples.• Democracy, however, remains strong, with all Australians over the age of 18 being required to vote in
federal and state or territory elections.• As a secular society, Australia has no official religion. Multiculturalism has resulted in a growth in the
different religions present within society. However, social and political issues can still be influenced by
religious groups.

5.12.2 Reflection
Complete the following to reflect on your learning.

5.12 ACTIVITIES
Revisit the inquiry question posed in the Overview: <content to come>
<content to come>

1. Now that you have completed this topic, what is your view on the question? Discuss with a partner. Has
your learning in this topic changed your view? If so, how?

2. Write a paragraph in response to the inquiry question outlining your views.
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Interactivity Popular culture (1945–present) crossword (int-xxxx)

eWorkbook Reflection (doc-xxxx)

Crossword (doc-xxxx)

KEY TERMS
Anglo-Celtic an inhabitant of Australia who was or whose ancestors were born in the British Isles, including

England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales
Aquarius relating to the Age of Aquarius — a period of transition, according to astrologers
beat generation a subculture, first associated with American writers and poets, that rejected conventional work,

possessions, clothing and lifestyle, and promoted radical ideas
bias prejudice, leaning towards just one view of things
bootleg an illegal copy of copyright material, such as a movie
civil rights the rights belonging to an individual by virtue of citizenship
conscription compulsory enlistment, especially in the armed forces; also called the draft
disc jockeys also known as a DJ, a disc jockey announces and plays music on the radio
displaced person a person driven from their homeland by war or political upheaval
egalitarian having the belief that all people are equal and deserve equal rights
multiculturalism respect for, and appreciation of, cultural diversity
napalm a highly flammable, sticky jelly used in incendiary bombs and flamethrowers
ocker (slang) a boorish or uncultivated Australian
satire use of humour or ridicule to expose weaknesses or criticise something, often with the intent of changing

an aspect of our society
status quo the existing state of affairs
utopia an ideal, perfect place, especially in its social, political and moral aspects
Viet Cong a political and military organisation that fought against the South Vietnamese government and their

US allies
xenophobia the fear or hatred of foreigners or strangers
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